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Abstract. Workow management systems provide functions for process
modeling, implementation and automation. Many systems do not allow
modeling organizational goals and relating these goals with the processes
which enable them. The method OSSAD provides models and project
management guidelines to this eort. But this method is not sucient
to fully support workow management. In order to do so, we dene
Workey as an extension of OSSAD, to enable workow specication,
implementation and automation for the web.
1 Introduction
Workowmanagement systems generally provide functions for process modeling,
implementation and automation. The management of workows involves [1]:
{ process modeling and workow specication.
This phase requires models of workow and methods to represent a process
as a workow specication,
{ process reengineering.
This phase requires methods for the optimization of processes and,
{ implementation and process automation.
This phase requires methods and technologies to coordinate systems and
users to implement, plan, carry out and control the tasks of workow such
as they were specied.
The next subsections of this introduction describe the limits of current solutions
according to the above topics. Then we discuss briey the qualities and draw-
backs of Internet for workow applications. Thereafter we present the strong
points of our contribution.
1.1 Process modeling
Followinga recent workshop on workows and process automation in information
systems [2], some participants wrote a report describing the state of the art and
the prospects for the eld which they named "work activity coordination" [2].
This report enumerates the methodological points for which it is necessary to
dene a more rigorous framework, among those:
{ the representation of process denitions,
{ the modeling of coordination and control,
{ the understanding of which methods and tools apply in which situation,
{ and the consistent use of modeling concepts.
The formalismand the project management guidelines of OSSAD
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[3] provide an
interesting framework to address the above points [4][5]
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. This method should
however be extended to enable workow specication and automation. The ex-
tensions of [4] aim to model the actors' responsibilities related to a workow, and
the circulation of documents. The models introduced in this extension do not
provide a suciently formal specication from which a tool can automatically
build a workow application.
There are two paradigms of process modeling[6] : one based on the communi-
cation between people, the other based on the activities. The approach based on
the communication comes from Workow Action[7]. Its designers consider that
the objective of reengineering is to improve customer satisfaction. Thus, every
action is modeled as a loop of four phases of communication between a cus-
tomer and a performer: preparation, negotiation, performance and acceptance
[7]. Action Workow is not always well adapted to the modeling of adminis-
trative workows: many procedures cannot easily be modeled as a network of
nested loops of customer - performer.
Activity-based methods aim at modeling the tasks and their ordering rather
than the agreements between human actors in their communications. Most of
workow management systems are activity-based. Workey is also based on ac-
tivities. Workey extends OSSAD to transform descriptions of procedures into
specications from which workow applications on Internet are automatically
implemented. An analysis is usually performed before the implementation of
these specications. The analysis results may lead to reengineering the processes.
1.2 Process reengineering
Process reengineering goal is to optimize processes with respect to criteria like
customer satisfaction, cost reduction, or the introduction of new services. This
reengineering is sometimes regarded as an art [1]. However, in order to imagine
new solutions, methods and tools for process analysis {by providing qualita-
tive and quantitative information on the execution or the runnability of the
specications{ guide and stimulate creative thinking. According to [1], the capa-
bilities for analysis, testing and debugging of specications are insucient in the
current systems. They allow, for example, the animation of processes or simula-
tion. These tests are carried out without requiring the eective implementation
of the application to analyze. Additional tests can be carried out on the appli-
cation when it is implemented. Pantha Rei [8], approach based on an extension
1
Oce Systems Support Analysis and Design. For a more complete list of reference
about OSSAD, please see http://www.unil.ch/idheap/ossad/ossad.
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of the PERT method, tries for instance, to anticipate the delays during the ex-
ecution of processes. Even this approach is inapplicable if a process contains a
loop, this system analyzes processes during their run, whereas others approaches
analyze them before their implementation.
An OSSAD project incorporates a phase for the design of alternative solu-
tions. Its purpose is to dene other ways of realization of processes. These types
of implementation of processes are called procedures in OSSAD. The confronta-
tion of these alternative solutions is carried out by the project team on the basis
of its experience (speculative mode). Workey supplements this mode with tools
for qualititative analysis and simulations of time and cost [5].
These tools help for instance, to identify bottlenecks. The relevance of any
simulation requires a rigorous and accurate quantication of the parameters it
uses. This quantication involves considerable work. However, concrete values,
extracted from the history of the real use of an application can be provided
as input for simulation. Such simulations, even if they require a great eort of
quantication, provide relevant information for process reengineering.
The results of analysis having guided the choice among these various alter-
natives of design, the implementation of an application can be performed. The
application can in its turn provide real data for analysis and simulation.
1.3 Implementation and automation
Process implementation The implementation can be carried out, either by
a team of developers starting from the specications, or, and it is the more
frequent case, by automatic generation of rules which are interpreted by the
workow management system.
In order to implement workow applications, there are some myths about
using Internet which should be carefully studied:
{ the concept of "universal client" hides many and important disparities be-
tween the various browsers and their successive versions.
{ there are several congurations for a single browser. Thus the storage and
retrieval information on the client side of the connection ("cookies") can be
enabled /disabled. An organization may impose a policy which cannot be
changed for various reasons. The browser conguration may also prevent the
handling (by script) of the history of previously accessed pages (in order to
erase the already submitted pages).
Ultimately, the concept of "universal client" of a workow management system
for Internet is reduced to a small set of functions.
Process automation It concerns the planning and the control of the process
executions. The automation of the processes is carried out according to the push
or pull mode. In the push mode, the workow management system dispatches
the documents to users according to their workload. In the pull mode, the users
themselves will seek the documents on which they have to work. In Workey,
the default mode is pull. However, for particular operations, if specied in the
process denition, Workey pushes documents towards one or more users (see
concepts of selection and notication in section 2.3.).
For the workow management system (in push or pull mode), using Internet
as a client/server platform has undeniable qualities:
{ easy deployment of the workow applications within the organization,
{ reduced training of the users (for the basic functions of the browsers),
{ easier access to external clients,
{ mobile computing, with machine and operating systems independence,
{ inter-organizational workows,
Using browsers as clients, however imposes more constraints than a proprietary
client/server solution for which client-server relations can be tailored. Indeed the
problems of security are then increased. Moreover the HTTP protocol which is
state-less, limits the tailoring of these relations.
Inherent and specic to the use of browsers, the problems concerning the
execution control of the workows are primarily related to the actions "back"
and "forward". These two actions give access to previously accessed pages in the
same session of work. These pages display workow documents which may have
changed since they have been loaded. Therefore the double submission of the
pages and loss of time due to a work performed twice by a user are to be avoided.
It is then necessary, either to force the reloading of these documents by using
HTML meta-tags (client-side solution), or to prevent double submission (server-
side solution). These problems do not arise in proprietary solutions because the
developers have the control of the dialogues between the clients and the server.
Evolving from proprietary systems to Internet leads to the loss of control over
the client conguration.
The next section draws the strong points of our contribution on the method-
ological and technical aspects.
1.4 Strong points of our contribution
In spite of the eorts of WfMC
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, a rigorous conceptual framework is still missing
for the modeling of workows. OSSAD brings conceptual and methodological
elements which are very useful and pertinent for organization modeling. Workey
extends OSSAD to model, implement and automate workows. Workey adds:
{ a prescriptive level to OSSAD to specify workow applications,
{ a step by step guide to build specications,
{ time and cost simulation functions for the analysis of these specications,
{ an application builder for web-enabled workow applications.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the modeling of
the processes with Workey. This section introduce the various levels of modeling
of OSSAD and presents the extensions for the modeling of workows.
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The implementation and the architecture of the workow management sys-
tem are described in section 3. Section 4 describes the process automation. In
these two sections, the use of Internet is compared with a proprietary solution.
In conclusion, we present some research perspectives resulting from this work.
2 Process modeling
Processes are modeled at three levels: abstract, descriptive and prescriptive.
2.1 The abstract level
It describes the objectives, goals or missions of an organization, without tak-
ing into account the human and technical means necessary for their realization.
These abstract models are generally invariants of a means reconception ("busi-
ness process redesign"), but not of a major recasting of the activities of the
organization ("business process reengineering"). The abstract level has a sole
model whose components are functions, sub-functions, packets and activities.
A function is a subset of the organization with homogeneous objectives. Func-
tions exchange data information, named packets (e.g. g 1). Packets are not
necessarily information related to the goals of the function. It is not the aim of
nance and accounting to produce requirements, whereas the application devel-
opment is to produce software products to the demanding function. Functions
are not departments of a company. They describe a goal this enterprise has to
achieve.
The functions can be broken down into sub-functions. The unbroken func-
tions or sub-functions are called activities. These activities constitute the nest
level of detail of the modeling of the objectives.
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Fig. 1. abstract level: functions decomposition and packets
2.2 The descriptive level
The models of this level concern the human, technical and organizational support
systems to achieve the objectives detailed in the form of activities. An activity
in the abstract level maps onto a procedure in the descriptive level. A procedure
is a coherent set of operations; it is carried out cooperatively by a set of actors
to which roles are assigned. An actor may carry out several roles, a role may be
carried out by several actors. A packet in the abstract level maps onto a set of
information resources in the descriptive level. This level contains three models:
{ the procedure model which describes the exchange of information between
the procedures,
{ the role model which describes the exchange of information between the roles
and,
{ the operation model which describes the ow of operations of a procedure.
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Fig. 2. descriptive level: operation model of a procedure
For example, g. 2 displays the operation model of the procedure "application
development". This procedure directly corresponds to the activity with the
same name into g. 1. Four roles are involved : Applicant, Approver, Developer
and Producer. The task of a role is the set of operations which are placed in
the role's column.
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Fig. 3. prescriptive level: a workow model
2.3 The prescriptive level
It extends the operation model by the specication of what will be automated
in a workow. To this end we introduced the following concepts:
{ document,
{ state of document,
{ structure of document
{ constraint of prohibition and obligation,
{ selection, and,
{ notication.
A document is a resource of the operations model which is computerized. The
state of a document is used to indicate the document status within a ow. The
structure of a document is a set of informational elds. Constraints between two
operations can be dened: they oblige / prohibit a same actor carrying out these
two operations on the same document.
For instance (e.g. g. 3), a prohibition constriant between the Fill and Evaluate
operations will prevent the same actor to ll and positively evaluate his own
requests, although he can still plan them.
The concept of selection is to choose a subset of the actors allowed to carry out
the next operation.
For example (e.g. g. 3) when an actor of the approver role has accepted a
request for development, he can choose a subset of actors of the developer role
who are allowed to plan this request. For the other outputs of the evaluate
operation, there is no selection.
The concept of notication is related to automation of a procedure. It indicates
that the actors of a role must be notied by an electronic message when a
document reaches a particular state and that the next operation belongs to the
task of this role.
Fig. 3 displays the workow model of g. 2.
2.4 Steps of specication
The transformation of a descriptive model into a prescriptive model is done
according to the following steps:
1. identify the information resources which will be computer supported,
These resources become documents. When resources become documents,
some "read" operations can be deleted since Workey lets users see the state
of their documents within the ow, for instance, acknowledge on g. 2.
2. specify the states changes of these documents (including computed changes),
3. specify the constraints between operations, if necessary,
4. determine the states for which it is necessary to select the actor or the actors
having to carry out the following operation. This selection can be associated
with a notication by an electronic message.
The notications are recommended either for occasional users of an applica-
tion or for users working on several applications of workow.
5. specify the structure (elds and sections) of the documents.
The following paragraph describes the transformation of these prescriptive mod-
els into an application.
3 Process implementation
The Workey application builder makes a workow application based on Lotus
Notes/ Domino. This application is a standard Notes base of documents to which
we added a workow engine that we developed. This target system provides a
high level of security for access controls. The architecture which mixes Notes
and Workey, is described in the next subsection.
3.1 Structure of Workey applications
Domino is a HTTP server which generates dynamically HTML pages from the
documents stored in Notes bases. These bases are then accessible via browsers,
while preserving their access rights. Domino and Workey are integrated in the
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Fig. 4. Architecture of Workey applications with Lotus Domino
following way (g. 4):
{ the server is a Notes/Domino server.
{ the clients are Web browsers or Notes clients,
{ the workow bases include the Workey workow engine.
The same application can be accessed by a Notes client or a web browser. The
users, whatever their client type is, can only access the bases for which they have
rights.
The implementation does not amount to only adding a workow engine to a
Notes base. The following section presents the details of implementation.
3.2 Implementation of a workow application
Fig. 5 describes the implementation procedure. It has two roles: designer and
builder. Workey Builder carries out the builder role and generates a Notes base.
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Fig. 5. implementation of a specication
This Notes base contains an workow engine and the rules derived from the
procedures specications. The following section describes how the actors perform
their work with Workey.
4 Process automation
The workow engine works dierently, depending on the type of client, since
the HTTP protocol is state-less. The Notes/Domino server which recognizes
the client type, controls the workow engine in relation with its type. With a
browser, the workow engine is requested at each edition and recording of a
document. When a document is queried for edition, the workow engine adds a
section to push or not the document one step further within a ow (e.g. g. 6).
The "Workow status" column is to specify whether the document moves or
not within the ow. "Unchanged state" is to tell Workey that the modications
made during the edition do not lead to a new state (the current operation is
not fully achieved). The other choices are to indicate the possible new states of
the document. The "Next actors" column may enable a selection of the actors
carrying out the role of the next operation. If there is no such specication at
the prescriptive level, all the actors of this role are allowed to perform the next
operation.
For a request of development in the lled state, the Evaluate operation leads
possibly to various new states: uncompleted, refused or accepted. The actor
has to tell Workey the eects of his changes on the document being edited,
and then he has to push the submit button, to record the document. For the
refused and uncompleted states which do not allow any selection, this column
is empty. On g. 6, since the accepted state is choosen, the list of actors of the
plan operation is displayed for selection. The list of actors also depends on the
constraints between operations, if any.
Fig. 6. selection of the next actors in relation with a new state
When the user submits the document, Domino requests the workow engine to
compute the document's update. If its state remains unchanged, the document
is only recorded, if not, the document is updated according to its new state and
the workow rules.
The dierences of interactions between the workow engine and the client,
according to its type, are summarized below:
{ with a Notes client, the workow engine only interacts with the client when-
ever an information about a document circulation is required [5].
For instance, for a document in lled state, the workow engine asks the
actor to choose the new state. If the actor chooses accepted as new state
of this document, since there is a selection specied (see g. 3), then the
workow engine will transfer to the client the list of actors of the next
operation. The actor, will then be able to select the next ones.
{ with a browser, the workow engine transfers to the client all the information.
Then all the dialogues to specify the document circulation are made on the
client-side.
The Domino servers do not have yet all the capabilities of the Notes servers.
The administration of the Workey applications is thus carried out from a Notes
Client software, like for instance, the policy of ling documents.
Moreover the roles and users administration, the evolution of the document
forms and the management of evolving specications are also performed inside
Notes. These three functions cover the various changes which the modeling of a
process can undergo. The management of this evolution is detailed in [5].
5 Conclusion
Our work consisted of extending an oce work modelingmethod by the addition
of workow management capabilities. This extension consists in the denition
of a third level of modeling to the OSSAD method, namely the prescriptive
level. These ideas are implemented in a CABRE (Computer-Aided Business Re-
Engineering) software which enables:
{ modeling processes and procedures according to OSSAD and its prescriptive
extension which is centered on the concept of document,
{ carrying out qualitative and quantitative analysis of models,
{ building web-enabled workow applications from the procedures specica-
tions. These applications are based on Lotus Notes/Domino and the Workey
workow engine.
This work revealed some perspectives which exceed the framework of our ap-
proach. The canceling of a procedure after it started is still in our view a re-
search issue. On one hand, some models and tools to analyze how a procedure
can be canceled are necessary to understand the cancellation eects, and on the
other hand, workow management systems should include functions to carry
out properly these cancellations. Another interesting perspective concerns the
management of process evolution: a method should provide guidelines to develop
alternative designs in relation with the objectives of the evolution and the results
of simulations.
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